For Immediate Release:

**ALEA Exhibits at PAvCon 2017**

Doncaster, U.K., June 6-7 – The Airborne Law Enforcement Association is well represented again this year at PAvCon, a European police aviation conference. ALEA CEO/Executive Director Dan Schwarzbach and President Steve Roussell are on hand to staff the ALEA exhibit, informing attendees of the benefits of ALEA membership and providing updates on ALEA programs. Stop by the ALEA booth to learn what’s new with the Association.

ALEA also plays a major role in the education program being offered this year. Jack Schonely, Glenn Daley, Bill Probets, Harald Brink, Dave Domoney, Jan Verbruggen, Paul Trimble and Joseba Mendizabal, as well as ALEA Safety Program Manager Bryan Smith, are among those scheduled to teach, resulting in over 59% of the presentations being conducted by ALEA members.

**About the Airborne Law Enforcement Association**

The Airborne Law Enforcement Association (ALEA) is a public benefit, 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation comprised of public safety air crew and air support personnel and others who support, promote, and advance the safe and effective use of aircraft by governmental agencies in support of public safety operations.

Contact: Dan Schwarzbach  
**dschwarzbach@alea.org**  
301-631-2406

**About PAvCon**

Since 2009, PAvCon has attracted speakers from across the globe to present in Europe, and subject matter has included; the laser threat, high rise building escape, major events, surveillance, innovation, tactics and a range of technical presentations.

For the sake of continuity of thought, purpose and execution, they have a core team that seeks to challenge established thinking and processes by facilitating a thought provoking two-days of discussion and networking. They are a team focused on the subject of law enforcement aviation. Their target market is middle and lower management planners and decision makers– the primary people who influence the final shape of the purchase.